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by Rexd · September 17, 2020Tecut version: 19.5.0.459Costize size: 29 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.combusuu is a social network for learning languages. It is based on a business model of free mimium. The site provides teaching units for twelve languages: English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese (Brazil), Russian, Polish,
Turkish, Arabic, Japanese and Chinese. Users select one or more of these languages and work through self-processing units. Not just learn the language, fall in love with it! Your language learning can't be more fun and easy than with busuu. Learn Spanish, English, French, Russian, Chinese and 7 other languages with the help of over
50 million people worldwide who use busuu. Rated by Google as Must Have an Android App, the busuu language learning app is the fastest and best way to learn a new language in just a few minutes a day, so download it right away. LANGUAGE LEARNING APP Busuu allows you to learn 11 different languages. Learn Spanish, English,
French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Polish, Chinese, Russian or Turkish with a fully interactive course tailored to your educational goals. Learning a foreign language is an incredibly rewarding experience and a serious confidence booster. Completely transform your journey, improve your employability, study or live abroad
and, even better, meet new people and develop lifelong friendships! FEATURES Learn basics with vocabulary &amp;quot;grammar units&quot;, audio dialogues, language games and interactive tests. Send practical exercises where native speakers will help you hone your skills. Set a personalized goal to ensure you achieve your
learning goals. Customized to suit your learning method by providing you with skills as soon as possible. Learn the most important 150 topics and 3,000 words, specific language training. Test your knowledge with fun quizzes and word games to see how much you've learned. Support and feedback Language learner, have problems or
just want to help improve the product with feedback? Please visit our help centre at or contact us directly on team@busuu.com.We are more than happy to answer any questions and solve problems, so make sure you contact us before leaving your assessment. MEDIA NEWS Forbes - Faster, smarter, better New York Times - easy to use
&amp;feels cheerful Google - There must be an BIS app - an easier way to learnFOLLOW US Language Learning is not just about practice, make sure you follow us on social media and on our blog. We will share many tips, tricks and language games! OTHER INFORMATION Our language learning app is available in English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, German, Polish, Japanese, Russian and Chinese as interface languages. It is available in all countries and whether you are using a smartphone, tablet or computer. Learning Spanish, English, French, German, Italian, Italian, Russian, Turkish, Polish, Japanese or Chinese is easier than you think, so
download the busuu app now and start working on pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary right away! No time to learn a language? Juggling work, training, fitness, family, friends and other hobbies? Take the stress out of learning languages with a personalized and adaptive learning plan that fits into your life. Set your goals and schedule
Generate a plan based on your availability Work to an expected completion date, in small, achievable steps Learning a language has never been easier. Can you believe this smart app can help you speak a free language? Unlike the other training app, Busuu builds his place as the most trusted language teacher for foreigners. Coming
from Busuu Online S. L., Bussu's original platform is a social network that connects people with the same language interest, and trains them. The social network app version then debuts on such platforms as Android and iOS. Since then, it has been reported that almost a hundred million users have signed up in the hope of improving their
second or third language. Effective coursesPeople come to Bussou to learn new languages. But not all of them know what they need to do to improve their knowledge effectively. Thanks to the detailed survey questions that this app offers, the user can come right to the bottom of their problem. Start by defining the main goal when learning
the selected language, the user must choose the level they want to achieve. Additionally, the application allows the user to set the time table for their learning progress, including days and periods. Once the user is able to answer the questions in the survey, they can see the data table that suggests their custom research plan. There is
usually no app that offers the user to learn more than one content, but Busuu is different. There are twelve languages to practice the user, from the most popular ones such as English, Spanish, to the least used. In addition to this, this application offers multilingual packages for the user to choose, and each package of language contains
several tutorials. Each lesson in Busuu contains four key elements that are vocabulary, memorization, dialogue and conversations. The user can swipe through the cards in a tutorial to learn new words and phrases. As he has done by introducing new content into his mind, he can strengthen them by performing various exercises, such as
filling gaps or answering quizzes. Dialogues are the best parts they practice as they allow the user to read and listen to words in context. Last but not least, the conversation department enables the user to work with native speakers. In detail, the user will need to complete an exercise by writing speakers will then adjust their work. As the
user completes all four parts of the report on how much the user has achieved. Learning with Busuu is incredibly effective because this app knows what every user needs, as everyone has their own interest. For example, a learner whose goal is to learn about entertainment and culture will have the opportunity to approach lessons,
including cultural elements. If the user wants to achieve the upper intermediate level, he will face more challenging lessons and exercises. The application requires the user to study at least ten minutes a day, and ten minutes is enough to deliver the best knowledge he can. Want another language learning app? Try Lingodeer Premium!
Connecting peopleBusuu encourages its users to make friends by helping others and adjusting conversation exercises. This action brings out more positive results than it seems. Because one user submits their practice (written or audio recording) to the system, other users will find it through the detection function in the Social tab and give
them a correction. However, it does not look like the user should help others with the language he is learning. Busuu allows him to be an expert in the language he uses in the application. For example, if you get an explanation for Japanese words in English, then you can help people who are learning English. You can ask people to adjust
your practice, and other people can do the same for you. How exciting! The user can also invite their friends to spread the joys in the languages of others. Busuu connects to the two most popular social networks, such as Facebook and Google Plus. In addition, the user can share an invitation via a link to attract the attention of their
friends. Mechanics, and moreBusu provides a convenient interface, with blue and white, which are the main colors of this application. In addition to this, the sensitivity of any touch in the middle of the app is no joke. The user can firmly switch between tabs and perform the desired tasks in seconds. There are not many things to talk about
the sounds of this app as we don't expect too many sound effects from an education app. However, the user still has the opportunity to ease his learning progress with a magical ticking sound that wakes up his senses when he gets bored. Never manage to bring the user from one excitement to another, this is how Busuu does! In
conclusionIf you want to have fun, go play video games. If you want to learn, find a book guide. If you want to have fun while studying, choose Busuu. Just try it! Have a nice day! We all know that language is a tool that helps people share their thoughts, ideas, feelings, and abilities of others. So, on this day everyone has to learn some
other languages. However, where to learn is convenient, fast, but brings high efficiency? is a common problem for many people and they have found a good solution, which is BUSUU: Learn languages. Busuu is an application for learning English, language, Busuu Limited is one of the best English applications used by many people. This
app designs short, short, aggregated lessons on the most basic things to create good conditions for everyone to learn English and other many languages. Moreover, it is also a large community of language learners. You can exchange and get help from everyone. Busuu was therefore given a good rating as it brought efficiency and
reached 4.3/5 quality points with 270,000 reviews. What is Busu? Busuu is a great application for learning English. It offers many solutions and processes to help learners, including native learning, offline learning, grammar lessons, vocabulary and accent training, providing training in fish plans and qualifications certified by McGraw-Hill
Education. You will also be able to check the entry level. The system will rely on your results to offer appropriate tutorials. It's hard to find these useful features elsewhere. Learning a language in Busuu is really effective? With each grammar lesson you will practice and practice in many forms respectively: connecting words, choosing the
right answers, adjudicating samples, answering questions and filling in the blanks. The structure of these exercises is tailored to your level and there are specific instructions to help you complete the exercises more easily. And if you are someone who is not good at memorization, you can use the personal planning feature in Busuu, or
play memorable games, it will give you a lot of useful tips. In general, your articles will be checked for errors by the system and explain to you about these wines in detail. As for the conversation, you will record it and present it. The locals will fix you. Taking courses at Busuu, you only need to spend 10 minutes each day learning new
lessons, reviewing the content I learned and communicating with people from other countries. With the motto learning always goes hand in hand with practice, you will notice your progress in a short time. In addition, lessons and exercises are designed to be quite short, supporting users to try offline so you can learn at any time. Buy some
coffee? You're waiting for a friend? Even on the way to work. How to join Busuu? Busuu offers players 2 options, including paid courses and free courses to choose from. If you choose a free course, you can only participate in limited and uncertified courses. If you decide to load a course, you will be able to use all advanced features. In
addition, you will receive a free trial for 7 days with a paid quality testing course. Testing.
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